The techniques modern used to encrypt text data play an important role in preventing unauthorized access. The AES algorithm is widely used in various cryptographic applications, but coz the algorithm has been subjected to several successive attacks, the need is necessary to improve the algorithm and make it more powerful the algorithm.In dis search will be inserted plaintext 1024 will be divided into four blocks each Block consists of 256 bits and each Block will pass the four stages represent(substitution,shift,Mix column and round key).A new step will be added to the four stages of permutation. Where chaos theory is adopted in the permutation stage and the shift phase.DNA will be adopted at the phase of the Mix and add round key stage due to it's high storage capacity. The time taken in the coding and decoding in the proposal enhancement algorithm will take a few milliseconds. The output will be measured using a five statistical test and a 16NIST Test. The results showed excellent efficiency in terms of randomness used in the proposal, thus preventing the tractor of sensitive data in an unsafe environment.
Introduction
Today, technology has evolved dramatically we need to in the era of much sensitive information there is a need to protect personal and sensitive data from unauthorized persons. Encryption is one of the main ways to protect data. Recently, chaos theory in modern coding has been adopted due to the similarity between encryption and chaos theory. The two are the principle of their random work in addition to the use of DNA in the fields of encryption because most computers based on the DNA have a lower consumption of energy, which equals one of the billions of energy used in the traditional computer (see Figs. 1e5 ).
One of the most important scientific contributions that have been added is the increasing of random and break the link between the plaintext and encrypted texts by increasing the confusion and diffusion through the use of the stages of this system.
Aes rijndael
The AES algorithm is one of the block cipher algorithm, one of the most robust algorithms against many attacks. The input text 128-10 round, 192-12 round, and 256-14 round Depend on four stages represent (substitution, shift row, Mix column and Add round key) [1] .
Description of the algorithm
Key Expansion: Round keys are derived from the cipher key using Rijndael key schedule. AES requires a separate 128-bit round key block for each round plus one more [1] .
Initial round key
1. Add round keydEach byte of the state is combined with a block of the round key using bitwise xor. 
Chaos theory
It is one of the most recent theories of physical physics -sometimes translated into chaotic theory -that deals with the subject of nonlinear (dynamic) moving sentences that exhibit a kind of random behavior known as schisms. This random behavior is either caused by an inability to determine initial conditions (butterfly effect) through the potential physical nature of quantum mechanics [3, 4] . Chaos theory attempts to explore the latent hidden system in this apparent randomization trying to establish rules for the study of such systems as fluid, weather forecasts, the solar system, market economy, financial movement, and population growth [5, 6] .
It became necessary to generate numbers, keys and maps of permutations by using random generators and we have benefited from the theories of chaos in the production of random random real important for the random increase of the important clipping keys. 
Attack in AES
Encryption attacks are designed to sabotage the encryption security of algorithms and are used to try to decrypt data without prior access to the key. The analysis is part of decryption of encrypted data and one of the strongest attacks against BLOCK CIPHER algorithms is the differential attacks invented in 1990 by the world ELI ADI SHAMIR A normal attack against a DES algorithm that was more efficient than the brute force attack is chosen. It searches for characteristics with different patterns between two selected plain text messages that lead to specific differences in the corresponding high or low probability encrypted text messages.
The second type of attack is the interpolation attack. This attack depends on the number of s-boxes and the number of rounds of encryption. This is evidence of the success of the multiplex equations with the attacks against the block cipher algorithms. It depends on the relationship between the plain text and the encrypted text of the static key either as a single or as a multilevel vector. If these multiple limits are sufficiently low, many transactional transitions can be made from a number of encoded texts.
DNA
Today, the field of computer science is increasingly used in many applications as a result of many discoveries that are characterized by many developmental features. Modern science is looking for biologic information that combines biological information with information technology. These vital forms include DNA, genetic codes, etc. The living organisms are defined by cell and cell one is controlled by the protein. These proteins are made up of amino acid molecules. These amino acids and enzymes are useful for building DNA. DNA is the code that determines the genetic instructions through four nitrogen bases, and the study of DNA is useful for altering structural or altering the behavior of a given organism or to determine the similarity between two living things in terms of characteristics, function or behavior [7] . 
DNA encryption
Is the process of storage of genetic information through a calculation method to improve embryonic privacy in DNA sequence processes. The human genome is complex and long, but important information can be interpreted and identified human genome is a series of nucleotides associated with 3, 2 billion bases.
DNA It consists of four nitrogen bases(cytosine [C], guanine [G], adenine [A] or thymine [T])
The DNA sequence {A, C, G, T} is presented into binary code using a simplest coding pattern of four digits 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Each digit is presented into the 2-bit pattern as follows: 0 as A/00, 1 as C/01, 2 as G/10, and 3 as T/11 [8] .
Proposed algorithm to dynamic shift transformation, mix column and key
Due to the exposure of the AES algorithm to multiple attacks. It is necessary to enhance the strength and increase diffusion based on the development AES algorithm.
Step 1: The plaintext input will be 1024 bits and the output is 1024 bits. At first, the input will be split into four blocks of each block representing 256 bits. Each block has own key k i¼ð1À4Þ;j¼ð1À14Þ (i ¼ number of block, j ¼ number of round)
Step 2: A secret map is generated from the 1D logistic map. These numbers are adopted to make a permutation between the four blocks for each round. Eq. (1d) used to generate the random numbers is the following [9] :
The parameters values initial x (i)
No1 ¼ 0.347643/using permutation the first four block.
Step 3: in each round, the shift layer will be developed using the secret map generated from the 3D logistic map (using only vector x).
The model is a system of three ordinary differential equations now known as the Lorenz equations: [10] X ¼ aðy À xÞ y ¼ xðr À zÞ z ¼ ðxy À bzÞ ð2Þ X is proportional to the rate of convection, y to the horizontal temperature variation, and z to the vertical temperature variation, the constants r, and b are system parameters proportional to theðx; y; and zÞ. There will be a permutation between the rows and columns of each block to increase diffusion and convert shift matrix binary to code DNA. Can explain in the following example.
x ¼ 0.405371/using shift row and column (search the numbers from 1 to 4) the result process number (4312) represent shift row and the same secret using permutation columns but the search number between (1e8) the permutation becomes (45371268)
Step 4: Two series of DNA are supported and generated from the same logistic map used in shift layer, using only (vectoryÞ secret map represent first sequence DNA using generate a MIX matrix and vectorz using second sequence DNA is depend as a key in add round key.
The first sequence DNA generated by taking 32 secret maps, made, process on all number secret map by taking only two digits after a comma and convert to coding DNA. Table 2 (See Tables 1, 3 and 4). Step3: initial permutation to four block base on the 1D logistic map Step4: substitution layer(Each value in step 3 is replaced by another value from S-box )
Step 5: shift layer (shifting the rows and columns base on the logistic map 3D(vector x))
Step 6: Mix column(The matrix is generated using a vector y in logistic map 3D and convert to coding DNA and this matrix multiplication with result step 5
Step 7 Step1: generated (512 code DNA) from 3D logistic map (vector z),split to four block each block(128 code) Step2: Add round key with ciphertext(after the split the ciphertext four blocks) Step3: generating inverse mix matrix from logistic map 3D(vector y) and multiplication with step 2 Step4: shift layer(the inverse secret map upon agreed between sender and receiver to permutation rows and columns)
Step 5: substitution (replace each value with the table S-box)
Step 6: permutation the inverse secret map to each four block
Step 7: merge four blocks to get ciphertext End
3-(NIST)National Institute of Standards and Technology: -
The NIST Test is a Consists of a total of tests where the algorithm's cryptographic output running on a binary sequence is tested and these tests are represented (random excursion, universal, periodic templates, etc.).
Conclusion
In this paper, the AES algorithm will be developed where an initial step of permutation of the algorithm phases will be added. The rate of confusion will be increased based on the chaotic theory, which is mainly dependent on the confusion in the initial step of permutation and the shift phase. Two DNAsequences generating from logistic map 3D will also the first sequence used to generate the mixing matrix, while the second sequence will be considered as a key in the add round key. Thus, the decryption output is a DNA sequence sent to the receiver. The output of the encryption was tested by the five tests statistical and NIST, where we found that all the tests were successful, either the time spent in encryption and decoding took only a few seconds showed in Table 2 .
The task of the future is how to make the structure of the algorithm moving, not static, adding any stages, deleting the stages, p basis of basic conditions, and making them correct, breaking them, predicting them, or adding random objects, which depend on the important keys in encryption.
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